
Grade 3 Writing to Communicate Ideas and Information 

Performance Standards  

& Writing Traits  
A Start Getting There  That’s It Wow  

Meaning Ideas •make sure your topic is really 

clear 

•make sure all the information is 

in your own words 

• please add details 

•make sure topic is clear 

throughout 

•information is accurate, but 

copied 

•add a few more details about 

your topic 

•topic is clear 

 

•accurate information in own words 

 

•interesting details about topic 

•topic and purpose are clear 

 

•accurate information in own 

words, from several sources 

•main idea and clear details  

Style Word Choice •add some juicy words •you’ve used some interesting 

words; add a few more 

•interesting, varied word choices  •precise word choices show 

depth of topic  

Sentence  

Fluency 

•make sure all sentences are 

complete 

•make sure each sentence    be-

gins with a different word 

 

•create a mixture of short, me-

dium and long sentences 

•some of your sentences need 

to be fixed 

• a few sentences begin in dif-

ferent ways; try to change a 

few more 

•one or two sentences are of 

different lengths; make sure 

all are complete 

•some errors in sentences, but they 

still make sense 

•sentence beginnings are different 

and beginning to sound nice when 

read aloud 

•mostly short sentences with  me-

dium and long ones too 

•few errors; only in complex 

sentences 

•a mixture of interesting 

sentence beginnings  

 

•a mixture of correctly con-

structed short, medium and 

long sentences  

Voice •add your personality to your 

writing 

•show care about your  topic 

•think about your reader 

•a bit of personality or too 

much of it 

•some care for topic 

•thought for the reader in 

parts 

•shows a nice balance of personality 

  

•shows care for topic 

•carefully chosen words and details 

engage the reader 

•contains personality  

 

•shows passion for topic 

•shows clear understanding 

of what readers crave 

Form Organization 
• beginning 

• middle  

• End 

• flow 

•add a bold beginning 

 

•try to link ideas 

•add an ending and a mighty mid-

dle 

•use transitions to connect   sen-

tences 

•add clear graphics 

 

•add some paragraphs 

•your beginning tells your topic, 

now make it bold 

•some basic ideas are grouped  

•add an ending, but there’s a 

middle 

•a few connecting words used; 

try to add a few more 

•make sure your graphics are 

clear 

•add a few more paragraphs 

•an interesting beginning that sets 

the stage for the topic 

• ideas develop smoothly   

•a weak hint of an ending; nice mid-

dle ideas  

•uses connecting words 

 

•headings and graphics are complete 

and make sense 

•basic understanding of paragraphs 

•beginning fits the topic and 

readers love it 

• ideas fit together  

•an ending that makes sense 

 

•smooth connecting words 

 

•headings and graphics are 

clear and helpful 

•clear paragraphs  

•fix errors in spelling, grammar 

and punctuation so that your 

writing is easy to understand 

•correct a few errors in spell-

ing, grammar and punctuation 

•a few errors in spelling, grammar 

and punctuation, but clear to read 

•a few  errors in spelling and 

punctuation in the tricky 

parts 

Conventions 
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